Grow Bank: Swiss Reliability and Absolute Modernity
Perhaps it is the Grow Bank that will become the first stable and progressive
instrument in the modern banking sphere. If you are tired of the problems of traditional
banks and their lagging behind the requirements of modern economy, grow with
Grow.
February 15, 2021 (FPRC) -- Swiss bank Grow enters the market with its DeFi Dao – a project that
will change your entire view of the banking system!
In easy words, Grow Bank is a full-fledged mobile bank app for managing your funds, including in
the form of cryptocurrency assets. But in fact, Grow is ready to provide much more.
Grow has a classic banking license, EMI & FCA, and its users are protected by Swiss law. Each
user opens an IBAN account, supports transfers by requisites, SWIFT, SEPA, 64 fiat currencies.
The project team is working tirelessly to provide its users with enhanced opportunities for preserving
and increasing their capital, and already in February 2021 it will be possible to open a bank account,
and order a bank card.
The creators of Grow themselves call their model «smart dividends», where the wealth of each
Grow digital unit holder grows in proportion to the increase in transactions in the system. Interest in
blockchain is moving to a new level, but now without the hype of private investors. This time, instead
of crypto-anarchists, the blockchain economy is being pushed forward by governments, banks and
progressive fintechs. Neo banks are able to build a new economy, the main principles of which will
not be greed of shareholders, but a fair business model, the successful development of which will
benefit everyone.
Perhaps it is the Grow Bank that will become the first stable and progressive instrument in the
modern banking sphere. If you are tired of the problems of traditional banks and their lagging behind
the requirements of modern economy, grow with Grow. Now it's the time.
Contact Information
For more information contact Anna Smith of Grow (http://grow-bank.com)
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